
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Is Your Business 
Defence Ready?



Moving forward, Australian Government has mandated the
development of Australian Industry Capability (AIC) to support
Defence. This is a great opportunity for small to medium businesses to
expand, however before this happens, you need to become Defence
Ready.

Whilst there are many informative and valuable resources, workshops,
and events to build your awareness of entry requirements into the
Defence sector, there is also a lot of preparation, investment and
planning to be done to meet Defence industry requirements.

What are things that I need to know?
How do I find out and where do you start?

How much will it all cost?

Quintessential Consulting has a proven track record of helping
business enter the Defence sector and become Defence ready,
supporting small to medium businesses go from concept to contract.
We’d like to share some of our lived experience with you by looking at
some of the key points that you’ll need to address on your Defence
readiness journey.

Defence Readiness
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Timing is everything
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Roadmap to Defence Readiness



 

Make Defence a part of your strategy 

Many businesses will leverage their success in
other related sectors to expand their offerings
into the Defence sector. It is important to
continue what you already do well to grow, and
to have a diversified view by making Defence a
part of your strategy, not your only strategy. 

Building Defence into your strategy is what we
do at Quintessential.

Business Maturity

You might have a great product, but Defence
will ask you how your will support your
product for the next 10-15 years? It is
important that your business is sustainable
and that you have robust systems of
management that underpin your ways of
working. Having or working towards AS/ISO
standard will provide your business with this
robustness. 

Quintessential is an affiliate partner to SAI
Global, the benchmark organisation for
AS/ISO certifications.  Together we offer a
comprehensive turnkey solution.



It’s no secret that many things in
Defence is secret, and you’ll need to be
part of part of this. In addition to normal
business systems, Defence has specific 
 requirements associated with cyber,
organisational, and personal security.
These requirements are often not easy to
navigate and implement.

Quintessential is an affiliate partner to
CyberCX, subject matter experts in cyber
security.  Together we can help you to
understand and meet the Defence
security requirements. 

Timing is everything

Security

Know what to pitch is one thing, however knowing
when to pitch your products and/or services is
something different. Defence procurement and
industry engagement have particular cycles that
determine what to purchase and when it is
required. Additionally, there is a specific process
that is undertaken to ensure due diligence,
contestability and to manage risk. In Defence
procurement, timing is everything. Knowing what
to offer, how to offer and, importantly, when to
offer your products and services, is key for entry
into the Defence sector.



Please contact us to learn more:
info@quintessential.coach
www.quintessential.coach

0412 182 581

The truths that matter...

Defence is a long game, and quick wins are the exception to the rule. Focus
and persistence are key.
The potential for revenue is great, and so are the investments required to
enter the sector.
Co-opetition, it is a blend of competition and cooperation, and you may
have to consider partnering with others who might be competitors outside
Defence, and collaborators within Defence
There is no guarantee of a contract at the end of the rainbow, and like any
business undertaking, there is uncertainty.  The rewards are high, but
you’ll need to determine if the Defence journey is for you.

Now for the no-nonsense bottom-line truths:

Whilst working towards Defence readiness, the benefits will include growing
your business’s maturity and positioning it to be highly competitive for non-
Defence opportunities.

If you’d like to understand more, or simply have a chat about how your
business is positioned for growth, then please do not hesitate to contact us.

PATRICK ALBINA

"The hard work starts after the all the forums,
seminars and workshops.  We are there to support
you on the long-haul journey into the Defence
sector."

PATRICK ALBINA 
DIRECTOR, QUINTESSENTIAL



PATRICK ALBINA

We build your capability for
Defence, enabling you to grow your

business and your future aspirations.

Testimonials
“Quintessential helped us to understand our potential to gain large Defence contracts.They helped us to
identify ways in which our existing capabilities could be attractive to Defence. At the Land Forces
Conference in Brisbane, Patrick introduced us to key Defence Industry contacts to place us at front of
mind for upcoming major projects. Following this, Defence Industry companies visited our facility so
that we could showcase our capabilities, our people and what value that regional QLD has to offer.”

General Manager & Owner, Allweld Manufacturing
Custom Design, Fabrication & Build, regional QLD and Indigenous owned business

“I first met Patrick in early 2021. He immediately saw the application of my product in Defence and
suggested that I pursue the opportunities to grow my business in this direction. During the Land Forces
Conference in Brisbane in late 2021, I was introduced to numerous people and business potential, and
less than 6 months later, we were invited to submit an expression of interest in a Defence Project, after
which we conducted a demonstration of our capabilities to Army personnel at a military installation.”

Founder & CEO, T-Scan
Facial & Object recognition, QLD, NSW & Vic 

“The inspiration for Solar Relief came following Cyclone Yasi, where the community had to manage
without power for over 10 days. I have been evolving the Solar Relief concept since that time. I engaged
Patrick to help me develop Solar Relief for Defence application. The Army have taken my prototypes
into an operational environment with great success, reducing their threat environment by eliminating
heat, noise, and visual signatures. I secured a contracts for the delivery of Solar Relief to the Army. 
 They have since taken my equipment on deployment with great success.”

 
Founder & CEO, Solar Relief

Deployable solar power generation, Far North QLD, Indigenous Business

“Quintessential has been help us to develop our ‘pitch’ to Defence and to match our capabilities to their
needs. Through the connections that they made for us, I was invited to tour the facilities of some
Defence Industry companies, and I gained an appreciation of the opportunities that will enable our
business to grow.”

CEO & Owner, Upton Engineering
Machining and advanced manufacturing services, regional QLD


